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In the nineteenth century, the Town Hall of 

Sanlucar de Guadiana annually posted the concession of 

the Passage Bark for the transportation of people and 

goods to the harbour of Alcoutim. Those who gained the 

Bark’s concession would have to fulfil the stipulations of 

the contract.  On this note, notice that the Alcoutim’s 

Trade Fair was established by King Dom João VI in 1822. 

For some time, the citizens of Alcoutim had requested the 

monarch for permission to organize a tax-exempt trade 
th th thfair in town on the 13 , 14  and 15  of September. The 

king complied: “I hereby inform you that the Citizens of 

the town of Alcoutim and its land have requested the 

permission to organize a public trade fair on September 
th th th13 , 14  and 15 , so that the neighbours could come, and 

sell and buy goods.”.   The whole population in the council 

of Alcoutim and also the people of Sanlucar de Guadiana 

would attend this fair.

At the beginning of the Spanish Civil War in 1936, 

the traffic through customs between Sanlucar de 

Guadiana and Alcoutim  w as suspended. In order  to 

reach Sanlucar de Guadiana from Alcoutim, and vice-

versa, it was necessary to cross the river Guadiana 

between Vila Real de Santo António and Ayamonte, and 

then head north. 

The interruption of river traffic between both 

towns was a serious blow to its citizens, thenceforward 

unable to carry on the intense trade they had always done. 

Under these difficult circumstances, smuggling was the 

only solution. 

Between 1963 and 1973, the municipalities of

 






























































